
VINEYARD DATA
 

Vineyard: Riven Rock
Distance from Pacific Ocean: 6.0 miles

Closest Beach Town: Cambria
Soils/Geology: loamy clay over shale and sandstone

TECHNICAL DATA
Harvest Date: 10/4/13

Alcohol: 12.0%
pH: 2.98

TA: 8.7g/L
RS: 28g/L

Malolactic Fermentation: No
Maturation: 6 months in stainless steel

2013 Riesling
San Luis Obispo County - Riven Rock Vineyard

2013 was a welcomed vintage for the coastal vineyards in San Luis Obispo County, 
offering an abundance of excellent weather. A great balance of cool, foggy conditions 
in summer kept acids in check and aromatics beautiful, while a mild and surprisingly 
warm fall got all vineyards to full ripeness easily. Harvest dates were on average 2-3 
weeks earlier than the 2012 vintage, largely due to the increased pressure from the 
second consecutive year of drought. 

Modeled after the German spätlese style, our rows of Riesling at the Riven Rock 
Vineyard are left out on the vine for 7-10 days after the normal harvest, allowing them 
to develop a incredible richness and aromatic explosiveness. Once recieved in the 
winery, they are whole cluster pressed and the juice is treated oxidatively with no 
added sulfites. Fermented slow and cold in a single 600L stainless steel tank, it was 
then aged on lees for 6 months before being bottled without fining or filtration. 
Bottle aging occured thereafter for roughly 14 months, allowing the wine to develop 
the gorgeous secondary characters we so love in Riesling. Rich, heady aromatics of 
petrol, honey, nectar, and pine resin along with a vibrant, snappy palate of golden 
raisin, dried pineapple, minerals, and crushed walnut. It showcases just a hint of 
sweetness that is perfectly balanced against crunchy acidity. Although it drinks great 
now, it will also age gracefully for a decade or more.

Production: 55 cases
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